Title of protocol
use of intra medullary nail in
trochanteric fracture femur with or
without sub-trochanteric extension
the value of computed tomography
measurements in obstructive sleep
apnea syndrome surgery
impact of oropharyngeal
administration of mothers milk on
bacterial colonization of
gastrointestinal tract of preterm
infants
impact of pretreatment with omega 3
enriched lipid emulsion on early
neurological complications in living
donor liver transplantation recipients
under tacrolimus based
immunosuppression. a prospective
randomized controlled trial.

Department
orthopaedic
surgery
otorhinolaryng
ology

pediatrics and
neonatology

Candidate name

Code no

Type

ahmed nabil el-shahat
erfan

15.09.01

MS

amr mahmoud attia attia
yousef

15.09.02

MS

mahmoud mohammed
awad abdelgwad

15.09.03

prof: amr mohamed
yassen ali

15.09.04

R

15.09.05

MS

role of autologous platelet rich fibrin
in relocation pharyngoplastyin
obstructive sleep apnea

angiographic prevalence and pattern of
coronary artery disease in women
surgical technique to identify and
preserve the superior laryngeal nerve
(the neglected nerve) during
thyroidectomy
relationship between the tortuosity of
coronary arteries,carotid intima-media
thickness and retinal arteries tortuosity
impact of pre-treatment of livingdonor liver transplant recipients with
omega 3 enriched lipid emulsions on
graft and patient outcome. a
prospective, randomized, multi-central
trial.
Screening of neuropsychiatric manifestations
of systemic lupus erythematosus using serum
anti NMDA receptors antibodies

otorhinolaryng
ology

mohamed ashraf
awadelkahwagi

Clinical
Pathology

Mohamed Elharass

15.09.06

R

cardiovascular
medicine

sara mohamed shafeek el
sayed

15.09.07

MS

general
surgery

ahmeda.elmonem
ibrahim alshafey

15.09.09

MS

15.09.10

MS

15.09.11

R

15.09.12

MS

cardiovascular
medicine

mahmoud abd el-aziz
sayed morsy

anesthesia and

pro: amr mohamed

intensive care

yassen f

pediatrics

Reda attiya mohammed
attiya ………

relocation pharyngoplasty versus
expansion sphinecterpharyngoplasty in
otorhinolaryng
management of isolated lateral
ology
pharyngeal wall collapse in osa
patients
assesment of left ventricular function
by speckle tracking echocardiography

pediatric

after percutaneous closure of pda
hand hygiene knowledge and practice
among dentist in mansoura faculty of
dentistry

mohammed
alaaeldinraafat elkhoreiby

15.09.13

MS

15.09.14

MS

hanan mohammed
abdelhady

public health
and
community
medicine,

eman omar khashaba2

15.09.15

R

neurosurgery

tareq abdul ghani
ibrahem hamid

15.09.16

MD

general
surgery
department

mariam mohamed hafez

15.09.17

MS

15.09.18

MS

15.09.19

MD

15.09.20

MS

15.09.21

MS

15.09.22

MS

prospective study of selective
intra-arterial cerebral infusion and
intra-operative local application of
carboplatin for recurrent glioblastoma
multiformis
role of laparoscopic splenectomy in
hematological disorders
evaluation of a modified
trabeculotomy in treatment of primary
congenital glaucoma

ophthalmolog
y

rasha khalid elsayed
ahmed gazal

Upper bullous rhegmatogenous retinal
detachment : 23 gauage viterectomy
with gas tamponade versus sclera

ophthalmology

Ahmed Mohammed Radwan
Eissa

buckling
evaluation of septal right ventricular
outflow tract pacing effect on cardiac
structureand functions.

cardiology
department

toll-like receptors 9 (tlr9) gene
polymorphism in psoriatic patients

alaa el shahat ali el
hasanin

wafaa elmetwally ahmed

follow up of the hepatocellular
carcinoma after transarterial
chemoembolization by post contrast
magnetic resonance imaging

radiology

ola abdelghaffar ahmed
shahin

left ventricular mass in patients with
metabolic syndrome :
echocardiographic study
gait speed modification and plantar
pressure changes on the contralateral
foot ofpatients with offloaded
charcotneuro-osteoarthropathy
value of serum procalcitonin level for
the early detection of spontaneous
bacterial peritonitis in hepatic patient
Analgesic efficacy of ultrasound guided
stellate ganglion block in non-cyclic
mastalgia

cardiovascular
medicine

mahmoud mohamed ezzeldeen ismail

15.09.23

MS

internal
medicine

mohamad mohsen
motawea

15.09.24

R

atia ibrahim mohamed ali

15.09.25

MS

15.09.26

R

emergency
medicine
Anesthesia

Nevert Adel Abd el
Ghaffar

prevalence of acute kidney injury in

anesthesia and

mansoura emergency hospital icu-

maha ahmed abo-

intensive care

zeidsalim

15.09.27

R

amr hassan ali omar

15.09.28

MS

basma adel nabeeh
mohamed

15.09.29

MS

mansour al moatasem
bellah mansour alwasif

15.09.30

MS

resident of
internal
medicine

saly sameh ahmed
mohammed

15.09.31

MS

internal
medicine

basma mohamed magdy
abdel – razek elshabrawy

15.09.32

MS

diagnostic

mohammed abdelrahman

radiology

shedeed

15.09.33

MS

15.09.34

MS

single center study

assessment of multicentricity in well
differentiated thyroid cancer
serum vitamin d in lupus nephritis
staplers and vessel sealing devices in
laparoscopic splenectomy:
comparative study
assessment of quality of life in type
two diabetic patients with diabetic
peripheral neuropathy
acute kidney injury in patients with
liver cirrhosis
role of magnetic resonance imaging in
assessment of post arthroscopic
surgical knee procedure
clinical study evaluating the effect of
fish oil and wheat germ oil
combination on inflammatory markers
and associated cardiovascular risk in
hemodialysis patients

department
resident of
surgical
oncology
rheumatology
and
rehabilitation
surgical
oncology,
oncology
center

clinical
pharmacy

hadeerzakariaabdou elsayed

outcome of liver trauma: a 5-year
experience

general

in mansoura university hospitals

surgery

mohamed el sayed
mohamed rezk

15.09.35

MS

mai gamal serag

15.09.36

MS

khalil fouad khalil wafi

15.09.37

MS

15.09.38

MS

15.09.39

R

department
pregnancy outcomes in patients
complicated by idiopathic
thrombocytopenic purpura during
pregnancy at mansoura university
hospitals

obstetrics and
gynecology

expression of gata-3 in breast
carcinoma
pathology
(in correlation with pathological
staging)
ocular vestibular evoked myogenic
potentials to different tone brusts in

audiology -ent

patient with vestibular migraine

marwa mohammed
mortagy

possible antifibrotic effect of
vismodegib, a hedgehog-pathway
inhibitor, in mice model of

clinical

rehab hamdy ahmed

pharmacology

elsaidashour

diagnostic

amira mohamed shawky

radiology

abd-elfatah sabry

schistosoma–induced liver fibrosis
role ofultrasound elastography in
evaluation of different thyroid and
cervical lymph node lesions.

15.09.40

department
value of diffusion weighted magnetic
resonance imaging in differentiating
between benign and malignant cases
of acute vertebral collapse value of

diagnostic

ahmed adel mansour

diffusion weighted magnetic

radiology

mahmoud

interventional
radiology

mohammed saad abdel-

15.09.41

MS

15.09.42

MS

resonance imaging in differentiating
between benign and malignant cases
of acute vertebral collapse
discrimination of ring enhancing brain
lesion using diffusion weighted mri

and mri spectroscopy.

the effect of sleeve gastrectomy and
duodenal switch on serum ghrelin and
leptin levels .
strontium ranelate as new modality in
treatment of primary knee
osteoarthritis
a comparative study between
interlaminar nerve root targeted
epidural and infraneural
transforaminal epidural steroids for
treatment of intervertebral disc
herniation.

hamid farag

general
surgery

amir abdel aziz el driny
mansour mohamed

rheumatology
and
rehabilitation

yomna mohammed

neurology

mohamed el metwally

department

mansour el adrosy

urology

15.09.43

MS

15.09.44

MS

15.09.45

MS

mohamed abdelbaset
ibrahim

15.09.46

MS

pediatric
resident

hoda rizk ismail ali

15.09.47

MS

resident of
cardiovascular
medicine

amira el-sayed
al.anwarabd allah

15.09.48

MS

resident of
otorhinolaryng
ology,

eslam mohamed
mahmoud

15.09.49

MS

15.09.50

MS

15.09.51

MS

trigonal - sparingversus trigonal –
involvedintravesicalbotulinumtoxinain
jectioninr
eferactoryidiopathicdetrusoroveractivit
y:
a randomized controlled trial.
endothelin 1 single nucleotide gene
polymorphism (k198n) in children
with primary nephrotic syndrome
long-term results of percutaneous
balloon mitral commissurotomy:
mansoura university initial experience
endoscopic stapedotomy : pros and
cons
value of near infra red spectroscopy in
early predicting of acute kidney injury

pediatric

after cardiac surgery
role of hypertonic saline in prevention
of transurethral resection syndrome
during prostatic resection.

sarhan

mayada salama ebrahim
elsayed karawia

anesthesia and
surgical
intensive care

mohammed ahmed tolba
ali el morsy

department
determinants of quinolone resistance
in escherichia coli causing urinary
tract infection
role of hypertonic saline in prevention
of transurethral resection syndrome
during prostatic resection.

resident of
clinical
pathology,
anesthesia and

maysaa nabil abdo abdelaziz

15.09.52

MS

mohammed ahmed tolba
ali el morsy

15.09.53

MS

surgical
intensive care
department

